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Abstract: Architectural space layout has proven to be influential on building energy performance.
However, the relationship between different space layouts and their consequent energy demands has
not yet been systematically studied. This study thoroughly investigates such a relationship. In order
to do so, a computational method was developed, which includes a method to generate space layouts
featuring energy-related variables and an assessment method for energy demand. Additionally, a
design of experiments was performed, and its results were used to analyse the relationship between
space layouts and energy demands. In order to identify their relationship, four types of design
indicators of space layout were proposed, both for the overall layout and for each function. Finally,
several optimisations were performed to minimise heating, cooling and lighting demands. The
optimisation results showed that the maximum reduction between different layouts was up to 54%
for lighting demand, 51% for heating demand and 38% for cooling demand. The relationship analysis
shows that when comparing the four types of design indicators, the façade area-to-floor area ratio
showed a stronger correlation with energy demands than the façade area ratio, floor area ratio and
height-to-depth ratio. Overall, this study shows that designing a space layout helps to reduce energy
demands for heating, cooling and lighting, and also provides a reference for other researchers and
designers to optimise space layout with improved energy performance.

Keywords: space layout; energy performance; optimisation; design of experiments; correlation analysis

1. Introduction

Space layout design is one of the most important tasks in architectural design, taking
place around ‘scheme design’ and ‘design development’ in the early design phase [1]. It
refers to the allocation of different functions within the building plan, and it is based on the
placement of interior partitions as well as exterior walls. Some studies showed that space
layout impacts building energy performance greatly. In [2], five space layouts for an office
building in the UK were compared, and a difference of up to 57% in the heating demand
for peak winter and up to 67% in the lighting demand for peak summer were found. In [3],
various layouts for a library building in Turkey with the same geometry were simulated
and compared; the results showed a difference of up to 19% for the heating demand of one
day, up to 20% for the cooling demand of one day and up to 10% for the lighting demand
of one day. Additionally, the building sector—especially commercial building—has been
proven to have significant potential in reducing carbon emissions [4]. The study of [5] also
shows that the energy demands of commercial buildings will increase at a relatively faster
speed than residential buildings. As one important design task of building design, it is
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meaningful to fully identify the potential of space layout to reduce carbon emissions and
energy consumption in office buildings.

With the recent advances in computational fields, performative computational archi-
tecture (PCA) has become ever more popular for architectural design and has shown high
potential in improving building performance [6]. With PCA, the building’s geometric and
material properties are parametrised, and designers vary the design variables to satisfy the
design objectives relevant to certain building performance. Different design variables of
buildings have been explored for PCA, including geometry, façade properties, materials,
shading, orientation, window to wall ratio (WWR), etc. Recent studies have proven that
using PCA to optimise building energy performance helps to reduce energy demands
highly, as shown in [7].

Some studies showed the potential of designing space layout with PCA to improve
the energy performance of buildings. The study of [3] optimised space layouts with the
objective of improving energy and daylighting performance, as well as the functionality of
the layout. The study of [8] developed a method for automatically generating the space
layout with improved thermal performance. However, among the studies relevant to space
layout design, only a few focused on energy performance, as shown in the review study
of [9]. Similarly, among the studies for building energy performance optimisation, only
a few focused on space layout design, as shown in the review study of [6]. Furthermore,
among the few studies that considered both space layout design and energy performance as
analysed in the review study of [9], none evaluated the relationship between space layout
and energy demand.

Therefore, space layout has proven to have an impact on building energy performance.
However, the relationship between different space layouts and the consequent energy
demands has not been systematically studied, and few studies have applied PCA to space
layout design. In order to solve this research gap, this paper presents a study for identifying
the relationship between space layout and energy performance and for illustrating how to
optimise space layout design with improved energy performance, as well as investigating
how much energy demand can be reduced from the optimisation.

As for the scope of this study, although space layout affects several aspects of building
performance, such as safety, logistics, adjacency, connection, view and acoustics [10], this
study intentionally focuses solely on energy. This is because building knowledge of the
relationship between space layout and energy performance is the first required step, and
can be used later for the broader integration of energy with other performances.

In order to investigate the relationship between space layout and energy performance,
the design of experiments (DOE) method was used in this study. DOE is an experiment
that refers to a series of tests in which the input variable values are changed according to a
certain rule, in order to identify the reasons for the changes in outputs [11]. Additionally,
optimisations were also run in this study to find the space layout with the best energy
performance. Based on the results of DOE and optimisations, the relationship between
space layout and energy performance can be identified.

The structure of this paper is as follows: The computational method for DOE and
optimisation of space layout design used in this study is described in Section 2. Section 3
proposes the design indicators representing the characteristics of space layouts. The
generated layouts using the DOE method are used to analyse the relationship between
space layout and energy demand in Section 4. Finally, the optimisations for minimising
heating, cooling and lighting demands are shown in Section 5.

2. Method for DOE and Optimisation

The computational method for DOE and optimisation includes three parts: the genera-
tion of space layout featuring energy-related variables, the energy and daylight performance
assessment, and the computational analysis of results. The automation of the computational
method was achieved by using a commercially available software workflow. The workflow
of the method and three parts are explained in the following sub-sections. Once the overall
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method was set, it allowed the authors to run DOE and analyse the relationship between
space layout and energy demand based on DOE results, as well as the optimisation for
minimising energy demands.

2.1. Computational Workflow of the Method

The method was implemented with a computational workflow that integrated Grasshop-
per (GH) [12] with modeFRONTIER (mF) [13], as shown in [14]. The energy and daylight-
ing simulation was performed in GH using Ladybug Tools, specifically Honeybee [15],
which uses Radiance (5.2.1) [16] and Daysim [17] for daylight simulation and EnergyPlus
(9.0.0) [18] for energy simulation. EnergyPlus has been proven to have a low accuracy in
daylight simulation [19], so its integration with Radiance and Daysim is necessary for this
study. MF was used to process the automation of the entire workflow, optimisation, data
postprocess and analysis. As shown in Figure 1, the computational workflow is presented
as follows:

(1) A set of design variables (used to control the form of space layout as described in
Section 2.4.1) was input to GH;

(2) Based on the inputs, the space layout was generated in GH;
(3) The as-generated space layout was simulated for annual heating, cooling and lighting

demands in Radiance/Daysim and EnergyPlus, with the climate data of Amsterdam;
(4) The calculated energy demands were sent to mF and used as outputs of DOE or

further defined as design objectives for optimisation;
(5) The process continued in mF, based on optimisation algorithms or a set of evalua-

tions designed for DOE, then new design variables were sent back to GH and the
loop continued;

(6) With the iteration of the integration process, the input data and output data were
saved in the database, which later was used for relationship analysis.
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Additionally, the detailed workflow and screenshots of used tools are shown in
Figure 2, which will be explained in the following subsections.

2.2. Generation of Space Layout

As explained in the Introduction, although space layout can impact some functional
performance, such as adjacency, connection and logistic, this study focuses solely on design
variables of space layout which are directly relevant for energy, and does not include other
variables. Therefore, some layouts with rather extreme geometric properties are allowed in
this section and this study.

The design variables of space layout can be classified into those with a fixed layout
boundary and those with a non-fixed layout boundary, as shown in [9]. In order to include
and test large sets of design variables, design variables with a non-fixed layout boundary
were used for the generation of the space layout in this study. Therefore, the layout
boundary, interior partition and function allocation were varied, which helped to change
the properties of both rooms and the layout. Changing the layout boundary also resulted
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in the change of the room orientation and depth. In order to better compare different rooms
for their design indicators and energy demands, it was necessary to keep the room area the
same. Therefore, the layout was split into 10 rooms with the same room area.
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The method for generating the layout was developed based on a reference layout,
which was previously published by the authors [20]. The layout included 12 rooms, i.e.,
6 offices, 2 meeting rooms, 1 canteen, 1 break room, 1 core and 1 staircase. Each room was
9 m wide and 9 m deep. The core and staircase were located in the middle, and in this way,
most rooms could be connected by the core and staircase. The corridor was not considered
in this layout.

The detailed steps for generating the space layout are shown in Figure 3. The starting
layout is shown in Figure 3a, and its floor area is 972 m2 which was kept fixed during the
following steps. The procedure for changing layouts is shown as follows.

2.2.1. Changing Layout Boundary

Eight points were used to control the layout boundary, in order to change floor area
and façade area in different orientations, as shown in Figure 3b. Each point could move
along the x axis for a maximum of 8.5 m left and 8.5 m right, and along the y axis for a
maximum of 6.5 m up and 6.5 m down, with an intermediate step of 1.0 m. The points
controlled the variation of the layout boundary in eight orientations, i.e., S, SE, E, NE, N,
NW, W and SW.
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2.2.2. Locating Core and Staircase

After the layout boundary was changed, the layout was then split into rooms. As
shown in Figure 3c, two square rooms were located in the middle of the layout and used as
core and staircase, with the original point as the middle point of their adjacent boundary.
The room area of core and staircase was kept at 1/12 of the total layout area.

2.2.3. Splitting the Remaining Layout

As shown in Figure 3d, the remaining layout was split into 10 rooms as follows: Line-0
(the horizontal line starting from the vertex of the staircase) was used as the starting line,
and the splitting line moved in a counter-clockwise direction until the area covered by
Line-0, the splitting line and layout boundary was larger than 1/12 of the layout area and
the current splitting line was Line-1 and the split room was Room-0; the splitting line
continued moving until the area covered by Line-1, the splitting line and layout boundary
was larger than 1/12 of the layout area and the current splitting line was Line-2 and the
split room was Room-1; the splitting line continued moving until all 10 rooms were created.
When the splitting line arrived around one corner of the layout, if the covered area was
not big enough for one room with the splitting line moving, the splitting line rotated
90◦ in counterclockwise direction to continue splitting until the split-room area was large
enough. In order to ensure that the splitting algorithm worked well, a test was added: if the
room-area difference between two rooms was greater than 10%, then the layout generated
was reported as an error, the following steps were skipped and this layout was omitted to
save computational time.

Although the algorithm considered different scenarios with different layout shapes,
one scenario was disregarded, as shown in Figure 4: when using Line 5 to split the SW
corner, a concave shape appeared and both rooms, i.e., S0 (20 m2) and S1 (49 m2), were not
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big enough as a single room (58 m2), while the sum of the two rooms (69 m2) was bigger
than a room; this situation was ignored in this study.
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2.2.4. Allocating Functions

After the remaining layout was split into 10 rooms, the 4 functions, i.e., office, meeting
room, canteen and break room, were then allocated to the 10 rooms, as shown in Figure 3e.
This step was accomplished with a calculator in mF, as shown in Figure 2. The allocating
procedure was as follows: first, 1 room from the 10 rooms was selected as canteen; then
another room from the remaining 9 rooms was selected as break room; after this, 2 more
rooms from the remaining 8 rooms were selected as meeting rooms; finally, the remaining
6 rooms were used as offices. After this step, the layout was generated and was input to
Radiance/Daysim and EnergyPlus for daylight and energy simulation.

2.3. Energy and Daylight Performance Assessment

The third step of the computational method regards the performance assessment based
on simulation. In this study, the annual heating, cooling and lighting demands for the
whole layout were used to assess the energy performance. The detailed information about
energy and daylight performance simulation were shown in our previous study [20]. The
temperate climate data of Amsterdam in the Netherlands was used.

Daylight simulation and energy simulation were integrated in this study. The electric
lighting schedule was calculated based on the difference between the target illuminance
and the received daylight illuminance, and energy simulation was performed based on the
calculated lighting schedule. Additionally, shading was considered for daylight simulation.
The screen installed outside the windows was used for shading on all facades, and external
vertical illuminance was used to determine the state of shading system.

An outdoor air flow rate of 0.37 dm3/s·m2 and an extra 8.89 dm3/s·person were
used for ventilation [21], with a humidity threshold of 25–60% [22]. To save the energy
consumption for ventilation, a heat exchanger with an efficiency of 0.7 was added. An
infiltration rate of 0.2 ACH was assigned for most rooms, except for the middle rooms. The
occupancy and equipment load density were important to determine thermal demands. For
office, meeting room, canteen, break room, staircase and core, their maximum occupancies
(persons/room) were 6, 12, 9, 9, 3 and 3, respectively, and their maximum equipment load
densities (W/m2) were 6.9, 4, 48, 0.8, 0 and 3, respectively. These values were collected
based on the reference of [23].

More detailed information about the simulation is shown in Table 1 regarding con-
structions, glazing properties and reflectance of interior surfaces. The constructions were
assigned according to the local building design standards in the Netherlands. In addition,
the set points of different functions for heating, cooling and lighting, as well as the occu-
pancy schedule are also presented in Table 1. The heat flow between different floors was
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not considered, thus floors and ceilings were adiabatic. The WWR of the simulation model
was kept at 40%.

Table 1. Detailed information for simulation, adapted from [20].

Construction of Wall and Floor
Layers (from Inside to Outside) U Value (W/m2·K)

Interior wall 19 mm Gypsum board + air space resistance + 19 mm Gypsum board; 2.56
Interior floor Acoustic tile + ceiling air space resistance + 100 mm lightweight concrete; 1.45
Exterior wall 100 mm brick + 25 mm air cavity + 140 mm insulation + 150 mm concrete; 0.22

Glazing properties
Location U value (W/m2 K) Visible transmittance g value

Amsterdam 1.65 0.76 0.7

Reflectance of interior surfaces
Floor Ceiling Wall

0.1 0.8 0.5

Set points
Set point for Heating (◦C) Set point for Cooling (◦C) Target illuminance (lux)

Office 22 24 500
Meeting 22 24 300
Canteen 20 26 200

Break 20 26 200
Core 18 28 150

Staircase 18 28 150

Occupancy schedule fraction
Hour 1–8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18–24
Office 0 0.7 0.8 1 1 0 1 1 0.8 0.8 0

Meeting 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0
Canteen 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Break 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Core 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0

Staircase 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0

Different from our previous work [20] which took into account a geometrically fixed
layout, the daylight simulation model of the study dynamically separated one room into
three lighting zones based on yearly daylight illuminance. Similarly, as for the room with
different façade orientations, its windows were assigned to two different shading groups,
the maximum number allowed by Ladybug tools. In the case of rooms which had more
than two façade orientations, such as some corner rooms, their windows with the smallest
angle difference between their façade normal were grouped together.

In order to save computational time for the huge amount of simulation used in DOE
and optimisation, this study used less-accurate daylight simulation parameters. The test-
points were located at a distance of 1.5 m. Radiance parameters were as follows: ab
(ambient bounces) was 2, ad (ambient divisions) was 512, as (ambient super-samples) was
128, ar (ambient resolution) was 16, and aa (ambient accuracy) was 0.25 [24]. As full interior
solar distribution cannot be handled correctly for a concave shape in EnergyPlus, the ‘full
exterior with reflections’ was used for solar distribution, as explained in [16].

2.4. Iterative Generation and Assessment

The final step of the computational method entailed an automated iterative loop
of space layout generation and energy performance assessment. The process looped
generation and assessment, based on an optimisation algorithm or a set of evaluations
designed for DOE. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the input data (i.e., design variables) and
output data were used to process automation.
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2.4.1. Design Variables

As shown in Table 2, the design variables included two categories, i.e., those for
changing layout boundary, as explained in Section 2.2.1; and those for changing function
allocation, as explained in Section 2.2.4. The design variables for the layout boundary were
the values that the eight control points changed along the x and y axis with an interval of
1 m. Regarding the variables for function allocation, two design variables (c and r) represent
the locations of canteen and break room, respectively, and one vector input variable (mr)
included two design variables (mr[0] and mr[1]), which represented the locations of two
meeting rooms, respectively.

Table 2. Design variables and their domains.

Category Design Variables Data Type Upper Bound Lower Bound Intervals Symbol

Layout boundary
Value of 8 control points changed

in x axis float 8.5 m −8.5 m 1 m xN, xNW, xNE, xS,
xSW, xSN, xW, xE

Value of 8 control points changed
in y axis float 6.5 m −6.5 m 1 m yN, yNW, yNE, yS,

ySW, ySN, yW, yE

Function allocation

Location of canteen Integer 0 9 1 c
Location of break room Integer 0 8 1 r

Location of meeting room 1 Integer 0 7 1 mr[0]
Location of meeting room 2 Integer 0 7 1 mr[1]

2.4.2. Outputs and Constraints

The outputs included annual heating demand, cooling demand and lighting demand
of the whole layout per floor area. In mF, the outputs were manually chosen to be ‘min’ in
the interface, i.e., minimising energy demands were the design objectives for optimisation.
Two constraints were also added in mF: one for layout area, i.e., changing the layout variant
within a 5% difference of the floor area of the reference layout (923 m2 to 1021 m2); and one
to avoid two meeting rooms located in the same room. A detailed description of outputs
and constraints is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Outputs and constraints.

Disciplines Performance Criteria Constraints Symbol

Architecture Locations of two meeting rooms are different mr[0] − mr[1] > 0 Const_mr
Layout area (m2) is larger than 923 m2 >923 Larger_923
Layout area (m2) is smaller than 1021 m2 <1021 Smaller_1021

Energy performance Heating demand (kWh/m2) - Min_heat
Cooling demand (kWh/m2) - Min_cool
Lighting demand (kWh/m2) - Min_light

2.5. Concurrent Evaluations

As shown in the study [9], computational time is a big issue for energy performance
optimisation. The computational time for each evaluation in this study was quite high,
varying from 1 h to 2 h depending on the computer property used. In order to speed up
simulation and reduce the total computational time, four computers were used simulta-
neously, i.e., four concurrent evaluations were run at the same time. The details of the
four computers are as follows: one computer used 2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs (E5-2680 v2 @
2.80 GHz), with 20 cores and 40 logical processors; two computers used 2 Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPUs (E5-2680 v3 @ 2.50 GHz), with 24 cores and 48 logical processors; one computer used
2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs (E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40 GHz), 28 cores and 56 logical processors. Thus,
the total computational time was significantly reduced, being around 1/4 of the original
computation time.
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3. Proposed Design Indicators

With the process described in previous sections, a large variety of space layouts were
generated by changing the design variables. Each resulting space layout had architectural
properties that impact energy performance. These resulting properties need to be quantified.
To quantify the architectural properties of a space layout as numerically measurable features,
design indicators are needed. The commonly used design indicators relevant to building
energy performance include the length-to-width ratio of the building [25], the ratio of
the external wall area to floor area [26], and the ratio of a building’s envelope area to its
volume [27].

In this study, several design indicators were proposed and defined based on the
orientation of rooms, floor area or façade area, or the compactness of the layout or rooms.
This led to the following indicators: façade area ratio (the ratio of the façade area on a
certain orientation to the total façade area); floor area ratio (likewise, but related to the
floor area behind the façade with a certain orientation); façade area-to-floor area ratio (i.e.,
ff-ratio, measuring compactness); and height-to-depth ratio (measuring compactness in
another way).

In addition, these design indicators were used for two categories: the first category
was for the whole layout, and the other was for each function. For each indicator, eight
orientations were considered, i.e., S, SE, E, NE, N, NW, W and SW, as shown in Figure 5.
Generally, there are two methods for defining room orientations, as black arrows show in
Figure 5: one is based on the normal of interior walls of each room (Figure 5a), and the
other is based on the facade orientation of each room (Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. An example layout illustrating the calculation of design indicators. (a) Example layout and
the orientation of each room defined based on internal walls, as black arrows show; (b) Example
layout and the orientation of each façade shown with black arrows. Note: O1—office-1, O2—office-2,
O3—office-3, O4—office-4, O5—office-5, O6—office-6, M1—meeting-1, M2—meeting-2, Ca—canteen,
B—break room, C—core, S—staircase.

In this study, the design indicators that are more relevant to façades, i.e., the façade
area ratio and height-to-depth ratio, were calculated based on the façade orientation, as
shown in Figure 5b. Other indicators that are also relevant to floors, i.e., the floor area ratio
and ff-ratio, were calculated based on the normal of internal walls, as shown in Figure 5a.
Each design indicator is explained in detail in the following subsections. Additionally, the
nomenclature used in these indicators is listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Nomenclature.

Item Description Item Description

F0–F9 Façade area of each room; room number varies from 0 to 9 ff 7 ff-ratio of office-5
F0-0, F0-1 Area of each façade segment of Room 0 ff 8 ff-ratio of office-6
F1-0 Area of the façade segment of Room 1 ff – office − S Façade area to floor area ratio of South for offices
F2-0, F2-1 Area of each façade segment of Room 2 height Room height of the tested model, i.e., 3 m
F3-0, F3-1 Area of each façade segment of Room 3 hd6 − 2 Height to depth ratio of one façade of Meeting-2
F4-0 Area of the façade segment of Room 4 hd7 Height to depth ratio of the façade of Office-5
F5-0 Area of the façade segment of Room 5 hd8 − 0, hd8 − 1 Height to depth ratio of each façade of Office-6
F6-0, F6-1, F6-2 Area of each façade segment of Room 6 hd9 − 0 Height to depth ratio of one façade of break room
F7-0 Area of each façade segment of Room 7 hd − S Height to depth ratio of South for the whole layout
F8-0, F8-1 Area of each façade segment of Room 8 hd – office − S Height to depth ratio of South for offices
F9-0, F9-1, F9-2 Area of each façade segment of Room 9 Normalff− S Normalisation of calculated ff-ratios over all rooms in South

facade − S Façade area ratio of South for the whole layout Normalhd− S
Normalisation of calculated height to depth ratios over all
rooms in South

facade – office − S Façade area ratio of South for offices Normalhd– office − S
Normalisation of calculated height to depth ratios over all
offices in South

floor − S Floor area ratio of South for the whole layout Normalff– office − S Normalisation of calculated ff-ratios over all offices in South

floor – office − S Floor area ratio of South for offices S0–S9
Room area of different rooms, and room number varies from
0 to 9

ff − S Façade area-to-floor area ratio of South for the whole layout

3.1. Design Indicators for the Whole Layout

The design indicators discussed in this section were calculated for the whole layout
without considering the difference between functions. Taking the layout in Figure 5 as an
example, the detailed calculation of these design indicators is presented hereafter.

3.1.1. Floor Area Ratio per Orientation

The floor area ratio per orientation (floor-orientation) was calculated based on room
area; the orientation of each room was determined based on the orientation of internal
walls, as shown in Figure 5a. Taking floor − S as an example, Office-5 and Office-6 faced
South in this layout, as shown in Figure 5a. The floor − S was calculated as follows:

f loor − S =
S7 + S8

S0 + S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + S5 + S6 + S7 + S8 + S9
(1)

3.1.2. Façade Area Ratio per Orientation

The façade area ratio per orientation (façade-orientation) was calculated based on each
façade segment, and the orientation of each segment was determined individually as shown
in Figure 5b. Taking the calculation of facade − S as an example, Office-5, Office-6, the break
room and one facade of Meeting-2 faced South. The facade − S was calculated as follows:

f acade − S =
F6−2 + F7−0 + F8−0 + F8−1 + F9−0

F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 + F7 + F8 + F9
(2)

3.1.3. Façade Area-to-Floor Area Ratio per Orientation

The façade area-to-floor area ratio per orientation (ff-orientation) was calculated based
on the ratio of each room, and its orientation was determined based on the orientation of
each room as shown in Figure 5a. The calculation procedure of this indicator is as follows:
firstly, the ff-ratio was calculated for each room; subsequently, the value of each room was
normalised over all rooms in the same orientation by multiplying its floor area ratio, and
the normalised values of all rooms in the same orientation were summed up; finally, the
value of each orientation was normalised over all orientations by multiplying the ratio of
the floor area of the orientation over all orientations, in order to be compared with other
orientations. Taking ff − S as an example, Office-5 and Office-6 faced South in this layout,
so ff − S was calculated as follows.

Step 1: Calculating the ff-ratio for each room in the South:
For office-5:

f f7 =
F7

S7
(3)
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For office-6:
f f8 =

F8

S8
(4)

Step 2: Normalising the ff-ratios over all rooms in the South by multiplying their floor
area ratios:

Normal f f−S = f f7 ×
S7

S7 + S8
+ f f8 ×

S8

S7 + S8
(5)

Step 3: Normalising the value for South over all orientations by multiplying the floor
area ratio:

f f − S = Normal f f−S ×
S7 + S8

S0 + S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + S5 + S6 + S7 + S8 + S9
(6)

The function was simplified as follows:

f f − S =
F7 + F8

S0 + S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + S5 + S6 + S7 + S8 + S9
(7)

3.1.4. Height-to-Depth Ratio per Orientation

The height-to-depth ratio per orientation (hd-orientation) was calculated based on
the façade orientation, as shown in Figure 5b. Similar to the ff-orientation, this indicator
was also normalised, with the façade area ratio as the weight factor. Taking hd − S as an
example, one facade of Meeting-2, Office-5, Office-6, and one façade of the break room
faced South in this layout, thus hd − S was calculated as follows:

Step 1: Calculating the height-to-depth ratio for each façade facing South.
Meeting-2 had one facade facing South:

hd6−2 =
height
D6−2

(8)

Office-5 had one facade facing South:

hd7−0 =
height
D7−0

(9)

Office-6 had two façades facing South:

hd8−0 =
height
D8−0

(10)

hd8−1 =
height
D8−1

(11)

The break room had one facade facing South:

hd9−0 =
height
D9−0

(12)

Step 2: Normalising each ratio over all rooms in the South by multiplying the façade
area ratio:

Normalhd−S = hd6−2 × F6−2
F6−2+F7−0+F8−0+F8−1+F9−0

+ hd7−0 × F7−0
F6−2+F7−0+F8−0+F8−1+F9−0

+hd8−0 × F8−0
F6−2+F7−0+F8−0+F8−1+F9−0

+ hd8−1 × F8−1
F6−2+F7−0+F8−0+F8−1+F9−0

+hd9−0 × F9−0
F6−2+F7−0+F8−0+F8−1+F9−0

(13)
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Step 3: Normalising the value for South over all orientations by multiplying the façade
area ratio:

hd − S = Normalhd−S ×
F6−2 + F7−0 + F8−0 + F8−1 + F9−0

F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 + F7 + F8 + F9
(14)

The function was simplified as follows:

hd − S = height ×
(

F6−2

D6−2
+

F7−0

D7−0
+

F8−0

D8−0
+

F8−1

D8−1
+

F9−0

D9−0

)
/(F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 + F7 + F8 + F9) (15)

3.2. Design Indicators for Each Function

The same type of indicators for the whole layout were calculated for each function in
this section, and their calculation methods were similar to the ones for the layout. Therefore,
the calculation of the indicators per function is presented here only with an example.

3.2.1. Floor Area Ratio per Function per Orientation

Regarding the calculation of the floor area ratio per function per orientation (floor-
function-orientation), floor – office − S was used as an example, following the orientation
definition shown in Figure 5a:

f loor − o f f ice − S =
S7 + S8

S0 + S1 + S3 + S4 + S7 + S8
(16)

3.2.2. Façade Area Ratio per Function per Orientation

Regarding the calculation of the façade area ratio per function per orientation (facade-
function-orientation), the calculation of facade – office − S was used as an example, following
the orientation definition shown in Figure 5b:

f acade − o f f ice − S =
F7−0 + F8−0 + F8−1

F0 + F1 + F3 + F4 + F7 + F8
(17)

3.2.3. Façade Area-to-Floor Area Ratio per Function per Orientation

Regarding the calculation of the façade area-to-floor area ratio per function per ori-
entation (ff-function-orientation), the weight factor used for normalisation was calculated
over the area of rooms with the same function. The calculation of ff – office − S was used as
an example following the orientation definition shown in Figure 5a and it was calculated
as follows:

Step 1: Calculating the ff-ratio for each office in the South. In this case, Office-5 and
Office-6 faced South.

For Office-5:
f f7 =

F7

S7
(18)

For Office-6:
f f8 =

F8

S8
(19)

Step 2: Normalising the ratios over all offices in the South by multiplying the floor
area ratio:

Normal f f−o f f ice−S = f f7 ×
S7

S7 + S8
+ f f8 ×

S8

S7 + S8
(20)

Step 3: Normalising the value for South over all offices by multiplying the floor
area ratio:

f f − o f f ice − S = Normal f f−o f f ice−S ×
S7 + S8

S0 + S1 + S3 + S4 + S7 + S8
(21)
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The function was simplified as follows:

f f − o f f ice − S =
F7 + F8

S0 + S1 + S3 + S4 + S7 + S8
(22)

4. DOE and Relationship Analysis

DOE helps perform a smart exploration of the design space by changing the values of
inputs in order to obtain good statistical understanding of the reasons for the changes in
outputs by identifying the sources of variation. A DOE (Design of Experiment) was run in
this section with the computational method shown in Section 2. Based on the DOE results,
we analysed the relationship between space layout and energy demands.

4.1. DOE Algorithm and Results

As for the structure of DOE, the design variables were used as inputs; the energy
demands and the design indicators shown in Section 3 were used as outputs. In addition to
the energy demands of the layout, the energy demand of each function (function-energy)
was also used as outputs for DOE, and it was calculated as the energy demand of all rooms
with the same function per room area (kWh/m2).

In order to get the maximum information using the minimum number of samples,
DOE sampling is necessary to guide the choice of samples. Uniform Latin Hypercube
(ULH) [28] is a stochastic DOE algorithm, and the designs created by ULH are relatively
uniformly distributed over the variable range by minimising correlations between input
variables and maximising the distance between the generated designs. Thus, ULH was
used for DOE sampling with 500 evaluations in this study.

Although 500 evaluations were planned for DOE, some errors occurred. These errors
were mainly caused by the room area difference which was bigger than 10% and the
scenario ignored for splitting layouts as shown in Section 2.2.3. In total, 448 evaluations
were completed, among which 90 were feasible designs, i.e., designs that satisfied the
layout area constraint. The total computational time was 210 h 18 min, around 8.8 days.

4.2. Method for Relationship Analysis

This study aims to extract the relationships between design indicators and energy de-
mands. By comparing their relationships, the design indicator which is the most influential
for the corresponding energy demand can be identified.

As for the method used for relationship analysis, since some scatter plots between
design indicators and energy demands showed clear linearity, linear correlations were
expected. Therefore, the following two methods were used for relationship analysis: the
Pearson correlation [29] and regression analysis [30]. The Pearson correlation was used to
identify the linear relationship between two variables, such as between ff-ratio and heating
demand. Multivariate linear regression analysis was used to identify the relationship
between several predicators (such as the heating demand of offices, heating demand of
meeting rooms, heating demand of the canteen) and one response (such as the heating
demand of the layout). By comparing the regression coefficients of different predicators,
we could identify which predicator was more influential in the response than the others.

The Pearson correlation is a measure of linear association between two variables, with
a value between −1 and 1 [31]. The value of correlation coefficient represents the strength
of correlation of the two tested variables. If the absolute value is within 0.1 to 0.3, they have
a low correlation; if the absolute value is within 0.3 to 0.5, they have a medium correlation;
if the absolute value is within 0.6 to 1.0, they have a high correlation. In this study, we
only focused on medium and high correlation, i.e., where the coefficient was higher than
0.30. Multivariate linear regression analysis requires the predicators to not have perfect
collinearity, and therefore was only used in Section 4.3.2 for the relationship between the
energy demand of the layout and energy demand of each function, as it was the only case
among all cases in which predicators had no collinearity.
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4.3. Analysis of the Relationship between Energy Demands

For the relationship between energy demands, the correlations between different
demands for the layout were analysed first. Additionally, to figure out which function was
influential on the variance of the energy demands of the whole layout, the relationship
between the energy demand of the layout and energy demand of each function was
also analysed.

4.3.1. Relationship between Different Energy Demands of the Layout

The correlation coefficients between the energy demand and the ff-ratio for the layout,
resulting from Pearson correlation analysis, are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Correlation coefficients between energy demands and ff-ratio for the layout.

Heating Demand Cooling Demand Lighting Demand

Cooling demand 0.48 / /
Lighting demand −0.65 −0.12 /

ff-ratio 0.79 0.41 −0.46

As shown in Table 5, the correlations between energy demands and ff-ratio for the
layout were analysed and the following correlations were found:

• The ff-ratio for the layout had a positive correlation with the heating demand, as
well as with the cooling demand: A compact building, i.e., with a low ff-ratio, helped
save heating and cooling demands.

• The ff-ratio for the layout had a negative correlation with the lighting demand:
More façade area, i.e., with a high ff-ratio, helped receive more daylight.

• The correlation between the heating demand and the cooling demand was positive:
A building with a low heating demand was most probably compact, resulting in a low
cooling demand.

• The correlation between thermal demands and the lighting demand was negative:
A building with low thermal (heating and cooling) demands was most probably
compact, and this resulted in a high lighting demand.

4.3.2. Relationship between Energy Demand of the Layout and Energy Demand of
Each Function

Multivariate linear regression analysis was conducted regarding the relationship
between energy demand of the layout and energy demand per function. The energy demands
for each function (e.g., the heating demand of offices, meeting rooms, canteen, break room,
core, and the staircase) were used as predicators, and the energy demand of the layout (e.g.,
the heating demand of the layout) was used as the response. The regression analysis was
run three times for the heating demand, cooling demand and lighting demand, respectively.
The method of Enter was used for each regression analysis. With the Enter method, all
independent variables (i.e., the energy demands for each function) were entered in a single
step [32], which meant that all variables were given equal importance in the model.

The regression coefficients and R-square values resulting from each round of analysis
are shown in Table 6. The regression coefficient indicates the influence of each predicator on
the response, i.e., the energy demand per function on the variance of the energy demand for
the layout. By comparing the coefficients, we could identify the most influential function for
the variance of the energy demand for the layout. It is clear that compared to other functions,
offices had the highest influence on the energy demands of the layout, followed by meeting
rooms. The reason for offices’ great influence on the energy demands of the layout was that
this function had the highest requirements for lighting, heating and cooling. Additionally,
compared to other functions, offices had the most rooms, followed by meeting rooms.
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Table 6. The regression coefficients resulting from three rounds of regression analysis for heating,
cooling and lighting demand, respectively, between energy demand of the layout and energy demands
of different functions.

Heating Cooling Lighting

Office 0.500 0.500 0.500
Meeting 0.167 0.167 0.167
Canteen 0.083 0.083 0.083

Break 0.083 0.083 0.083
Core 0.083 0.083 /

Staircase 0.083 0.083 /
R-square 1 1 1

Note: Core and Staircase had the same lighting demands among different layouts, so their lighting demands were
not used for the regression analysis.

4.4. Analysis of the Relationship between Energy Demands and Design Indicators for the Layout

The four types of design indicators for the whole layout, as explained in Section 3.1,
were analysed for their correlations with the energy demands for the layout. Comparing the
four types of design indicators, the energy demands of the layout had no clear correlation
with floor-orientation, nor with façade-orientation and hd-orientation. Clear correlations
were only shown between energy demands and the ff-orientation, as presented in Table 7,
and their correlations are explained as follows:

• Ff-orientations had positive correlations with thermal demands: A smaller ff-orientation
meant compact rooms, resulting in low heating and cooling demands.

• Ff-orientations had negative correlations with the lighting demand: If the ff-orientation
was smaller, the façade area of the relevant room was smaller, resulting in less daylight.
So, more electric lighting was needed as a consequence.

• Heating demand was more sensitive to ff-orientations than cooling and lighting
demands: The coefficients between heating demand and ff-orientations were higher
than with cooling and lighting demands. For instance, the coefficient was 0.68 between
ff-SE and the heating demand, while this figure was 0.35 for the cooling demand and
−0.33 for the lighting demand.

• Corners were more influential to energy demands compared to the other locations:
Ff-corners had higher coefficients than other locations. For instance, ff-SE showed
clearer linearity with the heating demand compared to ff-S (0.68 for ff-SE vs. 0.28 for
ff-S). This is because corner rooms had a greater façade area than the other rooms,
resulting in a greater influence on energy demands.

Table 7. Correlation coefficients between energy demands and ff-orientations for the layout.

ff-S ff-SE ff-E ff-NE ff-N ff-NW ff-W ff-SW

heating 0.28 0.68 0.36 0.69 0.28 0.63 0.19 0.55
cooling 0.18 0.35 0.12 0.39 0.07 0.45 −0.01 0.42
lighting −0.17 −0.33 −0.19 −0.36 −0.36 −0.3 −0.11 −0.35

4.5. Analysis of the Relationship between Energy Demands and Design Indicators for Each Function

The four types of design indicators for each function, as explained in Section 3.2,
were analysed for their correlations with the energy demands of the corresponding func-
tion. Comparing the four types of design indicators, only ff-function-orientations had
clear correlations with energy demands for each function. Facade-function-orientation,
floor-function-orientation and hd-function-orientation did not have such correlations. In
addition, the following correlations were found:

• Compared to the other locations, corners were more influential on energy demands
for each function: Corner rooms had higher coefficients than the other rooms. The
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reason was the same as the correlation between ff-orientations and energy demands,
as explained in Section 4.4.

• Ff-function-corners had negative correlations with the lighting demand per func-
tion and positive correlations with the heating and cooling demand per function:
This was for similar reasons to ff-corners, as shown in Section 4.4.

Additionally, different functions were compared regarding their coefficients between
their energy demands and design indicators. One interesting characteristic was found.
Offices and the canteen were used as an example. Comparing the coefficients of offices and
the canteen in Tables 8 and 9, most of the coefficients of offices were lower than the values of
the canteen, such as the coefficients between ff-SE and the cooling demand (0.316 for offices
vs. 0.533 for the canteen). To find out the reason for this, the correlations between the ff-ratio
in NW and the heating demand were used as an example, as shown in Figure 6. Much
clearer linearity was shown for the canteen (Figure 6b) compared to offices (Figure 6a). In
comparison, clear linearity was shown for a single office (Figure 6c). Therefore, the reason
for the lower coefficient for offices (shown in Table 8) was that offices had six rooms, while
the canteen only had one room. The influence of the ff-ratio of offices was undermined by
the room numbers.
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Table 8. Correlation coefficients between energy demands of offices and ff-office-orientations
(ff-O-orientations).

ff-O-S ff-O-SE ff-O-E ff-O-NE ff-O-N ff-O-NW ff-O-W ff-O-SW

O-heat −0.06 0.308 0.08 0.378 0.045 0.43 0.027 0.362
O-cool −0.01 0.316 0.101 −0.015 −0.159 0.088 −0.036 0.385
O-light 0.058 −0.401 0.034 −0.318 −0.038 −0.286 0.078 −0.436
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Table 9. Correlation coefficients between energy demands of canteen and its design indicators.

ff-C-S ff-C-SE ff-C-E ff-C-NE ff-C-N ff-C-NW ff-C-W ff-C-SW

C-heat −0.382 0.224 −0.145 0.388 −0.054 0.563 −0.098 0.309
C-cool −0.126 0.533 −0.152 0.174 −0.269 0.201 −0.151 0.458
C-light 0.181 −0.372 0.215 −0.289 0.054 −0.351 0.263 −0.311

floor-C-S floor-C-SE floor-C-E floor-C-NE floor-C-N floor-C-NW floor-C-W floor-C-SW
C-heat −0.442 0.141 −0.211 0.379 −0.109 0.468 −0.178 0.193
C-cool −0.172 0.467 −0.192 0.143 −0.299 0.112 −0.222 0.354
C-light 0.271 −0.368 0.315 −0.313 0.143 −0.362 0.385 −0.305

facade-C-S facade-C-SE facade-C-E facade-C-NE facade-C-N facade-C-NW facade-C-W facade-C-SW
C-heat −0.263 −0.073 −0.063 0.06 0.28 0.137 0.045 −0.095
C-cool 0.136 0.046 −0.004 −0.058 −0.108 −0.064 0.038 −0.014
C-light −0.022 0.042 0.119 −0.011 −0.162 −0.064 0.065 0.094

hd-C-S hd-C-SE hd-C-E hd-C-NE hd-C-N hd-C-NW hd-C-W hd-C-SW
C-heat 0.026 −0.007 0.015 0.044 0.296 0.028 0.145 −0.053
C-cool 0.356 0.103 0.05 0 0.2 −0.015 0.205 −0.017
C-light −0.153 0.019 0.02 −0.056 −0.092 −0.046 −0.024 0.11

4.6. Comparison between Four Types of Design Indicators

Based on the former analysis in Sections 4.3–4.5, ff-ratio showed a greater influence on
energy demands than the other three types of design indicators. To validate this conclusion
and better compare the four types of design indicators, the correlations between each design
indicator for one single room and the corresponding energy demand were analysed. Taking
the canteen as an example, which had one room in the layout, the correlation coefficients
between all design indicators of the canteen and its energy demands are shown in Table 9.

As shown in Table 9, ff-ratio had much higher coefficients with the energy demands of
the canteen than the other three types of design indicators. Taking the coefficient between
the design indicators in SE (C-SE) and cooling demand as an example, the values was 0.533
for ff-ratio, while the values was 0.467 for floor area ratio, 0.046 for façade area ratio and
0.103 for height-to-depth ratio. This meant that ff-ratio had a greater influence on energy
demands than the other three types of design indicators, both for each room and for the
whole layout.

5. Optimisations for Minimising Energy Demands

The computational method developed in Section 2 was used for the optimisation to
minimise energy demands in this section. The minimisation of annual heating, cooling
and lighting demands were used as the objectives of optimisation. The algorithm used for
the optimisations was pilOPT [33], a multi-strategy proprietary algorithm developed by
ESTECO. This algorithm serves both global exploration and local refinement, depending
on its artificial intelligence decisions based on the observed performance. Furthermore, it
exploits time availability during the design evaluation to train meta-models that are used
internally to define the strategy. PilOPT works well with moderate-to-heavy simulations
due to its underlying artificial intelligence processes. The optimisations in this study used
the autonomous mode, with which pilOPT automatically defined the number of designs to
be evaluated based on the information gathered during optimisation, stopping once the
Pareto frontier could not be improved any further.

Two rounds of optimisation were run in total. As shown in Section 5.1, the first round
included three single-objective optimisations for minimising the heating, cooling and lighting
demands, respectively. As shown in Section 5.2, the second round had one optimisation with
the multi-objective of minimising heating, cooling and lighting demands together.

5.1. Single-Objective Optimisations for Minimising Each Energy Demand

Three optimisations were run with the following objectives: minimising heating
demand, minimising cooling demand and minimising lighting demand, respectively. The
single-objective optimisation aimed to investigate the extent to which energy demands
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could be saved by changing space layouts, and to find the layouts with minimum energy
demands in order to validate the conclusions about the relationships identified in Section 4.
The optimisation results and the layouts with minimum energy demands are presented
and discussed below.

5.1.1. Results of the Optimisations

The computational time used by each optimisation is shown as follows:

• Regarding the optimisation for minimising heating demand, 297 evaluations
(261 completed, 36 errors) were run, taking 106 h 56 min, around 4.4 days.

• Regarding the optimisation for minimising cooling demand, 302 evaluations
(280 completed, 22 errors) were run, taking 125 h 59 min, around 5.3 days.

• Regarding the optimisation for minimising lighting demand, 438 evaluations
(371 completed, 67 errors) were run, taking 192 h 24 min, around 8 days.

The reduction in each energy demand resulting from the optimisations is shown in
Table 10. The reduction (%) was calculated as dividing the difference between maximum
demand and minimum demand by the maximum demand. It was found that changing the
function allocation, layout boundary and interior partition resulted in a reduction of up to
54% in lighting demand, 51% in heating demand and 38% in cooling demand.

Table 10. The reduction in each energy demand resulted from single-objective optimisations.

Max. Demand (kWh/m2) Min. Demand (kWh/m2) Reduction (%)

Lighting demand 4.1 1.9 54%
Heating demand 28.1 13.8 51%
Cooling demand 5.5 3.4 38%

Note: These results were collected based on the layouts satisfying the layout area constraint.

5.1.2. Resulting Layouts with Minimum Lighting Demand

Among all layouts which were created by the optimisation for minimising the lighting
demand and also satisfied the layout area constraint, the layout with minimum lighting
demand (1.9 kWh/m2) is identified and shown in Figure 7. Additionally, the layout with
maximum lighting demand (4.1 kWh/m2) and the layout with average lighting demand
(3.0 kWh/m2) are also shown in Figure 7, in order to better analyse the characteristic of the
layout with the minimum lighting demand. By comparing the three layouts, the following
conclusions were drawn:

• The ff-ratio was relatively high in the layout with the minimum lighting demand:
The ff-ratio of the layout with the minimum lighting demand was 0.71, while the
ff-ratios of the other two layouts were 0.55 and 0.51, respectively. The layout with the
minimum lighting demand had the largest facade area compared to the other two
layouts in order to receive more daylight, resulting in a high ff-ratio. This was similar
to the conclusions of Section 4.3.1.

• Corner rooms had a larger façade area than the other rooms in the layout with the
minimum lighting demand: In the layout with the minimum lighting demand, corner
rooms had much larger façade areas than the other rooms, i.e., corner rooms had high
ff-ratios. This is similar to the conclusions about the ff-orientation and energy demands
in Section 4.4.

• Offices were located in corner rooms in the layout with the minimum lighting de-
mand: In the layout with the minimum lighting demand, all corner rooms were used
as offices, which had the highest lighting requirement than the other functions. Locat-
ing more important functions in corner rooms helped save lighting demand, which is
similar to the conclusions of Section 4.3.2.

• Rooms in the North were more compact than the other orientations in the layout
with the minimum lighting demand: This is different from what Section 4.4 shows,
i.e., the negative correlation between ff-N and lighting demand. The reason for the
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difference is that in order to reach a high ff-ratio for the layout while also keeping
the same layout area, the less important orientation (N) was compromised in order to
achieve better performance in the other, more important orientations.
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number of designs in the optimisation.

5.1.3. Resulting Layouts with Minimum Heating Demand

Among all layouts which were generated from the optimisation for minimising heating
demand and also satisfied the layout area constraint, the layout with minimum heating
demand (13.8 kWh/m2) was identified and shown in Figure 8. Additionally, the layout with
maximum heating demand (28.1 kWh/m2) and the layout with average heating demand
(21 kWh/m2) are shown in Figure 8. By comparing the three layouts, it was found that the
ff-ratio of the layout with the minimum heating demand was relatively low. The ff-ratio of
the layout with the minimum heating demand was 0.4, while the ff-ratios of the other two
layouts were 0.5 and 0.7, respectively. A smaller ff-ratio resulted in a smaller façade area,
which caused a smaller heat loss through the façade. This is similar to the conclusions of
Section 4.3.1.
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There is a clear characteristic of the layout with the minimum heating demand: no
room was east-oriented, for which the room orientations were defined based on the normal
of internal walls, as Figure 5a shows. In order to find out the reason for this characteristic,
the layouts that had no room orienting West, and which also had a low ff-ratio (lower
than 0.46 for a low heating demand), were identified and are shown in Figure 9. The three
layouts in Figure 9 were compared with the layout with the minimum heating demand
(ID 766) shown in Figure 8. The east-oriented rooms in Figure 9 (with an ff-E of 0.06) were
wider than the west-oriented rooms in ID 766 (with an ff-W of 0.04). The wider room
resulted in a higher heating demand for layouts in Figure 9 than the layout of ID 766.
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The reason for the characteristic of the layout with minimum heating demand is the
manner in which the layouts were generated, as shown in Figure 3d. The starting line
to split the layout (Line-0) had a fixed location for every layout, and the first splitting
line (Line-1) was always orientated towards the North. Therefore, the NE-corner room
was always attached to the staircase. This resulted in less freedom for the locations of
east-oriented rooms compared to west-oriented rooms. Thus, the layout with no room
orientating East helped achieve a lower heating demand in this case, implying that the
constraint of the location of internal walls results in the specific preference of room locations
when optimising the layouts for minimising the heating demand.

5.1.4. Resulting Layouts with Minimum Cooling Demand

Among all layouts which were generated from the optimisation for minimising cooling
demand and also satisfied the layout area constraint, the layout with minimum cooling
demand (3.4 kWh/m2) was found and shown in Figure 10, as well as the layout with
maximum cooling demand (6.7 kWh/m2) and the layout with average cooling demand
(5.0 kWh/m2). By comparing the three layouts, the following conclusions were drawn:

• The ff-ratio of the layout with the minimum cooling demand was relatively low: A
low ff-ratio also helped reduce the façade area and heat losses through the façade well.
The situation is similar to the layout with minimum heating demand.

• More rooms were orientated towards the North, East and West than the South in
the layout with the minimum cooling demand: In this layout, only one room was
south-oriented, and it was used as a break room—the function with the lowest require-
ment for cooling. Although a low ff-ratio helped reduce the cooling demand for all
orientations, a compromise was needed to accommodate all rooms within one layout.
Locating fewe rooms in the South helped reduce the cooling demand of the whole layout.
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Figure 10. The layout with minimum cooling demand, average cooling demand and maximum
cooling demand, resulting from the optimisation for minimising cooling demand.

5.2. Multi-Objective Optimisation for Minimising All Energy Demands

The optimisation with the multi-objective for minimising heating, cooling and lighting
demands was run and is shown in this subsection. This optimisation aimed to illustrate
how to apply the computational method developed in this study with multiple objec-
tives and to compare it with the single-objective optimisations. In total, 1447 evaluations
(1393 completed, 54 failed) were run, among which 925 designs satisfied the layout area
constraint, i.e., the feasible designs. The total computational time used for the optimisation
was 598 h and 46 min, around 25 days. All feasible designs of the optimisation are shown
in a 3D chart with the heating demand (kWh/m2) as x axis, the cooling demand (kWh/m2)
as y axis and the lighting demand (kWh/m2) as z axis in Figure 11.
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As shown in Figure 11, the resulting minimum lighting, heating and cooling demands
from the multi-objective optimisation were 2.4 kWh/m2, 13.4 kWh/m2 and 3.4 kWh/m2,
respectively. Comparing the resulting minimum demands from the single-objective opti-
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misations as shown in Table 10, the minimum lighting demand resulting from the multi-
objective optimisation was much higher than the minimum lighting demand resulted from
the single-objective optimisation. The multi-objective optimisation may need a longer
time to find the similar value to what was found from the single-objective optimisation.
The reason is that the correlation between the heating demand and cooling demand was
positive, while the correlation between the lighting demand and the thermal demands
(heating and cooling) was negative. For instance, a compact layout with a low ff-ratio
resulted in low heating and cooling demands but a high lighting demand. It is plausible
that the negative correlation between the lighting demand and the thermal demands made
the multi-objective optimisation require a much longer time to find the minimum lighting
demand than heating and cooling demands.

Regarding the resulting layouts from the multi-objective optimisation, the best solution
for minimising all energy demands could not be directly found, as the three energy demands
were conflicting, as explained in Section 4.3.1. However, designers can choose the best
solution based on their own preference or the specific requirements of the project, by
defining their own criteria—such as different weighting factors—for choosing between
different energy demands. For instance, if the thermal demands of the project are dominant,
designers can give a greater weighting factor to thermal demands and a smaller weighting
factor to the lighting demand. In this way, the best solution can be identified.

6. Conclusions, Recommendations and Limitations

With the goal of studying the relationship between space layout variations and energy
performance, this study developed a computational method for generating a space layout
and evaluating the energy performance of the layouts generated for a temperate climate
(Amsterdam). Four types of design indicators were proposed to characterise space layouts,
both for the whole layout and for each function. The design of experiments method (DOE)
was run using the computation method with energy demands as outputs. Based on the DOE
results, the relationships between design indicators of space layout and energy demands
were identified and compared. Additionally, two rounds of optimisation for minimising
heating, cooling and lighting demands were run, i.e., three single-objective optimisations
and one multi-objective optimisation. Based on each single-objective optimisation, the
resulting layouts with the minimum, maximum and average energy demands were found
and compared. Moreover, the results of the multi-objective optimisation were compared
with the single-objective optimisations.

6.1. Conclusions

Overall, this study shows that designing space layouts helps to reduce energy demands
for heating, cooling and lighting, and as a consequence helps to reduce carbon emissions in
the building sector. Thus, designers should consider reducing energy consumption earlier
in the whole architecture design phase, particularly in the stage of space layout design.
However, it is difficult to design space layout in a manual way, as the design variables
of space layout are difficult to control manually and different design variables complexly
influence the building energy performance. The optimisation method is necessary to obtain
an energy-efficient space layout. This study makes a reference for researchers and designers
on how to optimise a space layout design with improved energy performance. Additionally,
more conclusions were drawn regarding the relationship between the design indicators of
space layout and energy demands, as well as the optimisation results.

Regarding the relationships between design indicators and energy demands, the
following conclusions were drawn:

i. Comparing the four types of design indicators, façade area-to-floor area ratio (ff-ratio)
showed a stronger correlation with energy demands than façade area ratio, floor area
ratio and height-to-depth ratio, as explained in Section 4.6;
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ii. Comparing different locations within the layout, the ff-ratios of corner rooms showed
stronger correlations with energy demands than the other locations, as explained in
Sections 4.4 and 4.5;

iii. Comparing different functions defined in this study, the location of offices showed a
stronger correlation with the energy demands for the layout than the other functions,
followed by meeting rooms, as explained in Section 4.3.2.

Regarding the optimisation results, the following conclusions were drawn:

i. Changing the function allocation, layout boundary and interior partition resulted in
a reduction of 54% in lighting demand, 51% in heating demand and 38% in cooling
demand, as shown in Section 5.1.1;

ii. The multi-objective optimisation needed a longer time to find the layout with the
similar value of minimum lighting demand to the single-objective optimisation, as
the thermal demands had negative correlations with the lighting demand;

iii. The way in which layout variants were generated could result in a specific characteris-
tic among the layouts with the minimum energy demands. As shown in Section 5.1.3,
the layouts with the minimum heating demand had no east-oriented room. As ex-
plained previously, this situation was caused by the way in which layout variants
were generated.

6.2. Recommendations

Based on the results and conclusions drawn in this study, the following recommendations
were made, both for designing energy-efficient space layouts and for future academic research.

6.2.1. How to Design an Energy-Efficient Space Layout

In order to help design an energy-efficient space layout, the conclusions were inter-
preted to the following recommendations:

i. Designers can design a space layout by changing the ff-ratio, which helps find a layout
with low energy demands quickly. For example, designing a building with a lower
ff-ratio, i.e., smaller façade area and greater floor area, would result in a lower heating
demand in the temperate climate.

ii. Designers should pay attention to internal partitions in order to reduce energy demands
in building design. In general, internal partitions are considered at a quite late design
phase. However, the internal partition determines the ff-ratio for each room, and this
study proves that this ratio is highly influential towards building energy demands.

iii. Locating important functions in corner rooms helps find the layout with smaller
lighting demand in a temperate climate.

iv. The computational method is necessary to design a space layout for minimising
energy demands, since the design variables of space layouts cannot be easily changed
manually to satisfy the functional requirements (such as room area) and energy
performance cannot be predicted directly.

6.2.2. Recommendations for Future Research

For future research, the following recommendations were given regarding the genera-
tion of space layout, assessment of energy performance and optimisation of space layout
design for minimising energy demands.

Different methods of generating space layout result in different characteristics of
layouts with minimum energy demands. The following recommendations were made
regarding the method of space layout generation:

i. Adding more control points to change the layout boundary: Eight control points were
used in this study, while more control points would result in more freedom in the
layout boundary. However, more control points mean more design variables, which
would require more computational time.
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ii. Improving the applicability of the generated space layouts: Some of the generated
layouts in this study may be inapplicable in practice, such as the triangle layout.
Future research should add more constraints to the generation of space layout shown
in this study, in order to avoid the possibility of triangle layouts and rooms. For
instance, researchers can develop a constraint for limiting the compactness of the
layout boundary, i.e., keeping the façade area-to-floor area ratio as a relative low value.

iii. Adding variation in room height: The difference in height between different rooms of
one layout would cause a greater difference in energy demands. For future research,
room height could be considered as one extra design variable in the optimisation, and
its relationship with energy performance could be tested.

iv. Separating the locations of the core and staircase: the core and staircase were adjacent to
each other in this study, but they can also be located in opposite orientations in practice.

Regarding the assessment of energy performance, the following recommendations
were made:

i. Testing more climates, such as cold and tropical climates: This study only tested a
temperate climate. Different climates have different dominant energy demands, such
as heating demand in a cold climate and cooling demand in a tropical climate. It
is also expected that the same function in different climates would have different
preferences for location, orientation and ff-ratio, due to a differing course of the sun.

ii. Testing other design variables for their influence on the effect of space layout on
energy demands, such as WWR, thermal mass, façade properties (thermal properties
of the façade, optical property of glazing and shading devices), shading control type
and set points for heating, cooling and lighting.

iii. Testing more functions with a greater difference in comfort requirements: It is the
difference in the thermal and visual comfort requirements between functions that
makes changing function allocations meaningful for reducing energy demands. A
greater difference in comfort requirements between functions results in a greater
influence of space layout (e.g., function allocation) on energy demands.

Regarding the optimisation of space layout design for minimising energy demands,
the following recommendations were made:

i. Reducing computational time for optimisation: With four computers run in parallel for
computation in this study, the multi-objective optimisation still took around 25 days.
Long computational time is the primary obstacle for applying the optimisation method
of space layout design to minimise energy demands in practice. More methods are
needed to reduce computational time.

ii. Different methods for space layout optimisation: Generally, two methods for the
optimisation of space layout are used, concerning its design variables. One is opti-
mising the layout boundary first and then optimising the other design variables of
the space layout, e.g., function allocation; the other method is optimising all design
variables together, as this study did. It is difficult to tell which one is better, therefore
it is necessary to compare the two methods regarding their computational time and
resulting reduction in energy demands.

6.3. Limitations

This paper aims to identify the relationship between space layout and energy per-
formance and gain theoretic understanding of the subject. Therefore, the computational
method developed in Section 2.2 generated schematic space layouts with the goal of testing
large set of variations featuring geometric properties relevant to energy performance. As a
result, the layouts were not generated with the focus on functionality (such as space connec-
tion, space adjacency, orientation preference and room dimensions) and direct applicability
in architectural practice. The generated layouts also include configurations that can be
quite impractical, such as ID 833 in Figure 7. In order to apply the generated schematic
layouts in practice, designers need to select the generated layouts based on functional
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requirements and elaborate them from schematic configurations to proper architectural
layouts. Alternatively, designers need to modify this computational method and integrate
it with the functional requirements of space layout.

Considering the case of adding functional requirements to the generation method of
space layout in Section 2.2, the resulting layout configurations would be different from
the layouts shown in this paper. For instance, a layout configuration similar to ID 833 in
Figure 7 would not be considered in this case, and by analysing the layouts created from
the above case, the resulting relationship between space layout and energy performance
would be different from what is presented in Section 4. This is because the threshold of the
variation of energy demands would be smaller than what is shown in this paper, as well as
the variation in design indicators, such as façade area-to-floor area ratio. In this case, it is
difficult to tell whether there are still the same correlations between the design indicators
of space layout and energy demand as shown in this paper. More studies are needed.
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